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Abstract
We examine the feasibility polyhedron of the uncapacitated hub location problem (UHL) with multiple allocation, which
has applications in the 5elds of air passenger and cargo transportation, telecommunication and postal delivery services. In
particular we determine the dimension and derive some classes of facets for this polyhedron. We develop a general rule
about lifting facets from the uncapacitated facility location problem to UHL. Using this lifting procedure we derive a new
class of facets for UHL which dominates the inequalities in the original formulation. Thus we obtain a new formulation
of the UHL whose constraints are all facet-de5ning.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The uncapacitated hub location (UHL) problem with multiple allocation involves the so-called transshipment or hub
nodes, which collect commodities from their origin, transfer them to other hubs and distribute them to their 5nal destination.
The problem is to locate the hub nodes and to route the commodities through these hubs.
As we allow multiple allocation, commodities having the same origin (or destination) may be allocated to di<erent
hubs. The objective is to minimize the total costs, which consist of transportation costs per unit and 5xed charge costs
for establishing hubs at nodes, under the constraint that all commodities have to be routed via one or two hub nodes.
As an example, we consider the hub-and-spoke network given in Fig. 1. Filled circles denote hub nodes, white ones
origin and destination nodes. Three commodities are routed from their origin to their destination via some hubs. The
transportation paths of these three commodities are described by dash-dotted, dashed, and solid arrows, respectively.
Additional edges in the hub level are marked by thin lines. While commodity 1 is transported via only one hub, both
commodities 2 and 3 use two hubs. As commodities 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 share the same origin node, but are routed through
di<erent hubs, we have multiple allocation in this example.
During the last years, di<erent kinds of hub location problems have been discussed in the literature (for an overview of
some basic problems see [2,3]). Most applications of hub location problems concern air passenger and cargo transportation,
telecommunication and postal delivery services.
The main types of problems which are dealt with are p-hub location, where the number of hubs to be located is 5xed
to p (see e.g. [21]), and 0xed charge hub location problems, where this number is part of the optimization problem,
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Fig. 1. Example for a hub network (multiple allocation).
but a certain 5xed cost has to be paid for establishing a hub facility (see e.g. [2,10]). Furthermore one distinguishes
between single allocation (see e.g. [11,19]) and multiple allocation (see e.g. [12]) problems. In the single allocation case
all commodities having the same origin (or destination, respectively) must be allocated to the same 5rst (or second,
respectively) hub, while in multiple allocation they can be allocated to di<erent hubs.
Very little is known about the polyhedral aspect of hub location problems. For the single allocation problem with two
5xed hub locations, the allocation part can be written as a linear program and therefore solved in polynomial time [22],
while in case of three 5xed hub locations, the allocation part is NP-hard and some facets of the feasibility polytope were
computed [23].
UHL is NP-hard because it generalizes the uncapacitated facility location problem (UFL) which is known to be NP-hard
(see e.g. [8,15]). In detail, if the transportation costs of a UHL problem are only dependent of the collecting and
distributing, but not of the transfer part of each origin-destination path, every origin and destination node is allocated to
its nearest hub node. Thus, in this case UHL reduces to UFL.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we will present the mixed integer formulation of
UHL. In Section 3 we compare UHL with UFL. We determine the dimension of the feasibility polytope of UHL and
develop a general rule how facets from UFL can be lifted to obtain (new) facets of UHL. Some of these new facets can
be used for a tighter and more compact formulation of UHL, which is presented in Section 4. In case there are only two
potential hub nodes we prove that the polyhedron of the LP relaxation of this new formulation has only integer vertices.
Finally we give some conclusions in Section 5.
2. Mixed integer formulation of UHL
Let K be a set of commodities and H be a set of potential hub nodes. For every commodity k ∈K and every ordered
pair of hubs (i; j)∈H ×H let Cijk denote the transportation costs for routing commodity k via hubs i and j (in this
direction). Moreover, Fj represents the 5xed costs for establishing node j (j∈H) as a hub node.
Let Yj (j∈H) be equal to 1, if node j is established as a hub node and 0 otherwise; and let Xijk¿ 0 (i; j∈H; k ∈K)
determine the fraction of commodity k which is routed via 5rst hub node i and second hub node j.
We want to determine which hub nodes should be opened and to which hubs each commodity should be assigned such
that the total costs are minimized under the constraint that all commodities have to be routed via one or two hubs.
The UHL problem with multiple allocation can be modeled as the following mixed-integer linear program [21]:
(UHL)
min
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
CijkXijk +
∑
j∈H
FjYj
s:t:
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
Xijk = 1 for all k ∈K; (1)
∑
j∈H
Xijk6 Yi for all i∈H; k ∈K; (2)
∑
i∈H
Xijk6 Yj for all j∈H; k ∈K; (3)
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Xijk¿ 0 for all i; j∈H; k ∈K; (4)
06 Yj6 1 for all j∈H; (5)
Yj ∈Z for all j∈H: (6)
In the objective function we minimize the total (transportation plus 5xed) costs. Every commodity k has to be routed via
one or two hub nodes i and j (1). If commodity k is transported via 5rst node i, and any other second node, then i must
be opened as a hub node (2). Analogously, if commodity k is routed through node j as second node, then j must be a
hub (3).
We note that there always exists an optimal solution of UHL in which all Xijk variables are integer-valued because
there are no capacity constraints on the hubs.
Let q := |K| and n := |H|. We assume that both, q and n, are greater than or equal to 2. The formulation UHL
involves n2q + n variables, n of them are binary. There are (2n+ 1)q linear constraints to be satis5ed.
For sake of simplicity let X := (Xijk)i; j∈H; k∈K and Y := (Yj)j∈H.
Furthermore let XUHL be the set of feasible solutions of UHL, that is XUHL := {(X; Y )∈Rn2q+n : (X; Y ) satis5es (1)–(6)},
XUHL be the set of solutions to the LP relaxation of UHL, that is XUHL := {(X; Y )∈Rn2q+n : (X; Y ) satis5es (1)–(5)},
ZUHL be the set of feasible integral points of UHL, that is ZUHL := {(X; Y )∈XUHL :Xijk ∈{0; 1} for all i; j∈H; k ∈K},
and let PUHL be the polyhedron obtained by the convex hull of ZUHL, that is PUHL := conv(ZUHL).
3. Lifting facets from UFL to UHL
The UFL (see e.g. [6–8,14]) can be modelled as the following linear mixed integer program:
(UFL)
min
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
cjkxjk +
∑
j∈H
fjyj
s:t:
∑
j∈H
xjk = 1 for all k ∈K; (7)
xjk6 yj for all j∈H; k ∈K; (8)
xjk¿ 0 for all j∈H; k ∈K; (9)
06 yj6 1 for all j∈H; (10)
yj ∈Z for all j∈H; (11)
where H is the set of facilities, K is the set of customers, cjk are the transportation costs for facility j to serve customer
k, fj are the 5xed costs for establishing a facility at node j, xjk is the fraction of client k’s demand served by facility
j∈H; and where yj = 1 if facility j is open, and yj = 0 otherwise. As before, we assume that n= |H| and q= |K| are
both greater or equal to 2.
Let x := (xjk)j∈H; k∈K, y := (yj)j∈H, XUFL := {(x; y)∈Rnq+n : (x; y) satis5es (7)–(11)}, ZUFL := {(x; y)∈XUFL : xjk ∈
{0; 1} for all j∈H; k ∈K} and PUFL := conv(ZUFL).
The dimension of PUFL can be derived straightforwardly by showing that the q equality constraints in (7) are linearly
independent and every other equality satis5ed by all points in PUFL is a linear combination of equalities of (7) (see [9]).
Proposition 1. The dimension of PUFL is dimPUFL = nq + n− q.
We de5ne a function  : PUFL → PUHL by
Yj := yj for all j∈H;
Xjjk := xjk for all j∈H; k ∈K;
Xijk := 0 for all i∈H; j∈H : i 	= j; k ∈K:
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Fig. 2. The polyhedron P-UFL is a face of PUHL.
for all (x; y)∈PUFL and denote by -UFL the following mixed integer program:
min
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
CijkXijk +
∑
j∈H
FjYj
s:t:(X; Y )∈XUHL and
Xijk = 0 for all i∈H; j∈H : i 	= j; k ∈K: (12)
We choose cjk := Cjjk and fj := Fj for all j∈H, k ∈K as data in UFL. Then -UFL is equivalent to UFL in the
sense that (x; y) is a feasible (or optimal, respectively) solution of UFL if and only if (x; y) is a feasible (or optimal,
respectively) solution of -UFL.
We de5ne X-UFL, Z-UFL and P-UFL analogously as for UFL. Clearly (PUFL) =P-UFL and dimP-UFL = dimPUFL.
Furthermore FUFL is a p-dimensional face of PUFL if and only if F-UFL is a p-dimensional face of P-UFL (for
06p6 nq + n− q).
We will use the -UFL formulation in the remainder of the paper whenever it is helpful.
As P-UFL ⊆ PUHL we have the following result (see Fig. 2).
Proposition 2. UHL is a relaxation of -UFL. In particular every valid inequality for PUHL is also valid for P-UFL.
By means of P-UFL we can derive the dimension of the polytope PUHL.
Theorem 3. The dimension of the polytope PUHL is dimPUHL = n2q + n− q.
Proof. We know that dimPUHL6 n2q+ n− q, which is the number of variables minus the number of linear independent
equality constraints in the formulation UHL. To prove the equality, we have to show that there are n2q+n−q+1 aKnely
independent points lying on PUHL. First, by Proposition 1 we have nq + n − q + 1 aKnely independent points on the
polytope P-UFL. In every of these vectors of P-UFL all entries of the form Xijk (k ∈K; i∈H; j∈H : i 	= j) are zero.
Then, for every k ′ ∈K and every i′ ∈H; j′ ∈H with i′ 	= j′ we de5ne a point (X; Y ) on PUHL with Yi′ = Yj′ = 1,
Xi′j′k′ =1 and Xi′i′k =1 for all k 	= k ′, all other values equal to zero. In every of those vectors there is exactly one of the
entries of the form Xijk (k ∈K; i∈H; j∈H : i 	= j) not equal to zero, so these (n2− n)q points are aKnely independent.
As all Xijk entries are zero for i 	= j in the nq+ n− q+1 points of P-UFL de5ned 5rst, in total we have nq+ n− q+
1 + (n2 − n)q = n2q + n− q + 1 aKnely independent points on PUHL.
For UFL, many classes of facets are known (see e.g. [6,7,9,14] and most recently [4,5]). Thus, in the remainder of this
section we attempt to lift valid inequalities and facets of the polyhedron PUFL to obtain valid inequalities and facets of
PUHL. First we concern the validity part.
Theorem 4. Let ajk , bj , d∈R for all j∈H, k ∈K, such that
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
ajkxjk +
∑
j∈H
bjyj6d (13)
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is a valid inequality for PUFL. Then
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
max{aik ; ajk}Xijk +
∑
j∈H
bjYj6d (14)
is a valid inequality for PUHL.
Proof. Assume (14) is not valid. This means there exists an integer point ( LX ; LY )∈ZUHL with
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
max{aik ; ajk} LX ijk +
∑
j∈H
bj LY j ¿d:
For every k ∈K there is exactly one (ik ; jk)∈H2 with LX ik jk k =1. By the inequalities (2) and (3) we have LY ik = LY jk =1,
such that the following solution ( Lx; Ly) is feasible for UFL:
Ly i := LY i for all i∈H;
Lxik k := 1; if aik k¿ ajk k ; for all k ∈K;
Lxjk k := 1; if aik k ¡ajk k ; for all k ∈K;
and Lxik := 0 for all other i∈H; k ∈K:
If we evaluate (13) in ( Lx; Ly), we obtain
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
ajk Lxjk +
∑
j∈H
bj Ly j =
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
max{aik ; ajk} LX ijk +
∑
j∈H
bj LY j ¿d
so (13) is not valid for PUFL, which is a contradiction.
Next we show if (13) is facet-de5ning for PUFL, then in certain cases (14) is also facet-de5ning for PUHL. (The
abbreviation l.h.s. denotes the left-hand side of a certain (in)equality.)
Theorem 5 (Lifting theorem). Let (13) de0ne a facet FUFL of PUFL. For all i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K let pijk be a
point in PUFL with yi = yj = 1 and xik + xjk = 1.
(i) If for all i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K the points pijk are on FUFL, then (14) de0nes a facet (called FUHL) of PUHL.
(ii) If for some i′; j′ ∈H : i′ 	= j′ and k ′ ∈K the points pi′j′k′ are not on FUFL, then there exist coe-cients ai′j′k′ ,
with 06 ai′j′k′6d−max{l:h:s:(14) : (X; Y )∈PUHL; Xi′j′k′ = 1}, such that
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
max{aik ; ajk}Xijk +
∑
i′
∑
j′
∑
k′
ai′j′k′Xi′j′k′ +
∑
j∈H
bjYj6d (15)
de0nes a facet (called FUHL) of PUHL.
Proof. (i): The validity part is given by Theorem 4. In order to verify that (14) is facet-de5ning we have to show that
there are dimPUHL = n2q + n− q aKnely independent points of PUHL lying on the face
FUHL :=

(X; Y )∈PUHL :
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
max{aik ; ajk}Xijk +
∑
j∈H
bjYj = d

 :
First, we obtain dim PUFL = nq + n − q aKnely independent points (X; Y ) on FUHL by taking nq + n − q aKnely
independent points on
F-UFL :=

(X; Y )∈P-UFL :
∑
j∈H
∑
k∈K
ajkXjjk +
∑
j∈H
bjYj = d

 :
Then, we de5ne another (n2 − n)q aKnely independent points on FUHL: for every i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K we de5ne a
point on FUHL with Xijk = 1 and Xlmr = 0 for all l 	= m and r 	= k by the following lifting procedure:
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Fig. 3. Lifting a facet F-UFL (lower front edge) of P-UFL to a facet FUHL (front side) of PUHL.
Lifting procedure: By the assumption of this part of the theorem for all i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K the points pijk with
yi = yj = 1 and xik + xjk = 1 are on FUFL. From every of these points we can de5ne a point Pijk in PUHL by setting:
Yl := yl for all l∈H;
Xijk := 1;
Xllr := xlr for all l∈H; r ∈K : r 	= k;
all other values equal to zero;
Pijk satis5es the following inequality:∑
l∈H
∑
m∈H
∑
r∈K
max{alr ; amr}Xlmr +
∑
l∈H
blYl
=
∑
l∈H;r∈K:
(l;r)=(i; k);( j; k)
alrXllr +max{aik ; ajk}Xijk +
∑
l∈H
blYl
¿
∑
l∈H;r∈K:
(l;r)=(i; k);( j; k)
alrxlr + aikxik + ajkxjk +
∑
l∈H
blyl = d;
and, since (14) is a valid inequality, Pijk is on FUHL.
By applying the lifting procedure for all i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K, we obtain nq + n − q + (n2 − n)q = n2q + n − q
aKnely independent points on FUHL in total. Thus, FUHL is facet-de5ning for PUHL.
The principle of the lifting procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.
(ii): First we show that all points on the face FUHL de5ned by (14) satisfy Xi′j′k′ = 0 for those i′; j′ ∈H and k ′ ∈K
given in the assumption of (ii). To that for, assume that there exists a point (X; Y )∈FUHL with Xi′j′k′ = 1 for some
i′; j′; k ′. Then we can de5ne a point pi′j′k′ = (x; y)∈PUFL by setting
yl := Yl for all l∈H;
xlr := Xllr for all l∈H; r ∈K : (l; r) 	= (i′; k ′); (j′; k ′);
xi′k′ := 1; if ai′k′¿ aj′k′ ;
xj′k′ := 1 otherwise;
all other values equal to zero:
In pi′j′k′ we have y′i = y
′
j = 1 and xi′k′ + xj′k′ = 1, and pi′j′k′ satis5es∑
l∈H
∑
r∈K
alrxlr +
∑
l∈H
blyl =
∑
l∈H
∑
m∈H
∑
r∈K
max{alr ; amr}Xlmr +
∑
l∈H
blYl = d;
so pi′j′k′ is on FUFL, which is a contradiction to the assumption of (ii).
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Then, by applying the lifting procedure described in the proof of (i), we can de5ne n2q + n − q − |{pi′j′k′}| aKnely
independent points onFUHL. Thus, (14) de5nes a facet of {(X; Y )∈PUHL :Xi′j′k′=0 for all i′; j′; k ′ given in the assumption
of (ii)}. According to a well-known general lifting theorem [17], the Xi′j′k′ variables can be lifted by some coeKcients
ai′j′k′ with 06 ai′j′k′6d−max{l:h:s:(14) : (X; Y )∈PUHL; Xi′j′k′ =1} in such a way that (15) remains valid, and de5nes
a facet of PUHL of the form FUHL.
First we apply Theorem 5 to the facet-de5ning inequalities (8), (9), and (10) of the formulation UFL.
Corollary 6. The following inequalities de0ne facets of PUHL:
Xijk¿ 0 for all i; j∈H: i 	= j; k ∈K; (16)
Xjjk¿ 0 for all j∈H; k ∈K; if n¿ 3; (17)
Yj6 1 for all j∈H; (18)
∑
i∈H
Xijk +
∑
i∈H\{j}
Xjik6 Yj for all j∈H; k ∈K: (19)
Proof. Without loss of generality we prove this corollary for i = 2, j = 1 and k = 1.
We show (16) directly. The validity part is clear. The dimension part of (16) is very similar to the proof of
Theorem 3 (the dimension of the whole polyhedron PUHL), with the single exception that in the second part of this
proof we only construct (n2 − n)q − 1 aKnely independent points as we skip the point with X211 = 1. Thus, in total we
obtain dimPUFL = n2q + n − q aKnely independent points which satisfy (16) by equality, thus (16) de5nes a facet of
PUHL.
Inequalities (17), (18), and (19) are applications of Theorem 5, part (i) to the inequalities x11¿ 0, y16 1 and x116 y1
of UFL, which each de5nes a facet FUFL of PUFL (see Section 3). We only have to verify that the assumption of part
(i) of Theorem 5 is satis5ed for these UFL inequalities, that is for every i; j∈H : i 	= j and k ∈K there must be a point
on FUFL with yi = yj = 1 and xik + xjk = 1:
Eq. (17) x11 = 0: If i 	= 1, for all j∈H, the following point pijk with yi = yj = 1, xik = 1 for all k ∈K, and all other
values equal to zero, is on FUFL. On the other hand, if i = 1, for all j∈H, the point p1jk with y1 = yj = 1, xjk = 1 for
all k ∈K, and all other values equal to zero, is on FUFL.
Eq. (18) y1 = 1: For all i; j∈H : i 	= j, the following point pijk with y1 = yi = yj = 1, xik = 1 for all k ∈K, and all
other values equal to zero is on FUFL.
Eq. (19) x11 = y1: If j 	= 1, for all i∈H, the following point pijk with yi = yj =1, xik =1 for all k ∈K, and all other
values equal to zero is on FUFL. On the other hand, if j = 1, for all i∈H, the point pi1k with yi = y1 = 1, x1k = 1 for
all k ∈K, and all other values equal to zero is on FUFL.
We notice that the inequalities of type (2) and (3) do not de5ne facets of PUHL because they are dominated by
inequalities (19). Thus a replacement of (2) and (3) by (19) provides a stronger formulation than UHL. We will continue
this discussion in Section 4.
Lemma 7. Suppose q¿ n and let S= {k(1); k(2); : : : ; k(n)} ⊆K be a set of n di>erent commodities. Then
∑
j∈H
(Yj + Xjjk( j))¿ 2 (20)
is valid for XUHL.
Proof. This is an application of Theorem 4 to the valid inequalities of PUFL,
∑
j∈H
(yj + xjk( j))¿ 2; (21)
which are equivalent to the facet-de5ning inequalities developed by [14].
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Corollary 8. If q¿ n¿ 3, then (20) de0nes a facet of PUHL.
Proof. We easily verify that the assumption of part (i) of Theorem 5 is satis5ed again: for all i 	= j∈H, we de5ne a
point (x; y) with yi = yj = 1, xik( j) = 1, xjk = 1 for all k 	= k(j), and all other values equal to zero. Then for all k ∈K
the points pijk = (x; y) satisfy (21) by equality.
The remainder is an application of Theorem 5, part (i), to the inequalities (21).
Separation: Inequalities of type (20) can be separated by solving a minimum-weight maximum cardinality matching
problem (similar to the separation procedure for the analogue class of inequalities for the two-level uncapacitated facility
problem described in [1]). For any point (X; Y ), we de5ne a graph G with node set H ∪K and edge set H×K. The
graph G is complete bipartite. For each edge (j; k)∈H×K we assign an edge weight
wjk := Yj + Xjjk :
Let M := {(1; k(1)); : : : ; (n; k(n))} be a minimum weight matching among all matchings of cardinality n(=|H|). If
w(M) :=
∑
( j; k)∈M
wjk =
∑
j∈H
(Yj + Xjjk( j))¿ 2;
then (20) is satis5ed for all possible subsets S ⊆K of cardinality n. If w(M)¡ 2, then S= {k(1); : : : ; k(n)} given by
M de5nes a valid inequality which cuts o< (X; Y ).
Theorem 5 can be applied to many more classes of facets, e.g. facets gained from the so-called odd-hole inequalities
[20]. It was shown in [9] that all odd-hole inequalities of length 9 of the intersection graph associated to UFL yield facets
of PUFL if n; q¿ 3. For instance, let us take the following odd-hole inequality of length 9,
x11 + x21 + x22 + x32 + x33 + x13 − y1 − y2 − y36 1: (22)
The assumption of point (i) of Theorem 5 is again satis5ed: To see this, we consider three di<erent cases:
• If i and j are both in {1; 2; 3}, we set yi =yj =1, and all other yl values to zero. Then we assign a customer k ∈K
to one of both facilities, say i, if the corresponding xik variable has a coeKcient of 1 in (22). If both or none of the
coeKcients of xik and xjk are 1 for a customer k, we choose one of these facilities arbitrarily. Then for all k ∈K
the points pijk = (x; y) satisfy (22) by equality.
• If i∈{1; 2; 3} and j∈H\{1; 2; 3}, we set again yi=yj=1, and all other yl values to zero. We assign all customers
k ∈K to facility i. For all k ∈K the points pijk = (x; y) satisfy (22) by equality.
• If both i and j are not in {1; 2; 3}, we set yi = yj = 1, and, depending on the customer k ∈K we consider, a third
facility has to be opened. For instance, for i=4, j=5, k=1 we set y3 =1, x32 =x33 =1 and x4k =1 for all k 	∈ {2; 3}.
Then the point pijk satis5es (22) by equality.
Thus by Theorem 5 we obtain the following facet-de5ning inequality for PUHL if n; q¿ 3:∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j)1 or 2
Xij1 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 2 or 3
Xij2 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 3 or 1
Xij3 − Y1 − Y2 − Y36 1: (23)
In contrast, we consider a lifted odd-hole inequality of length 15,
x11 + x21 + x41 + x22 + x32 + x13 + x33 + x43 + x44 + x54 + x55 + x15 −
5∑
j=1
yj6 2; (24)
which is facet-de5ning for PUFL if n, q¿ 5 (see [9]).
By applying Theorem 4 we obtain the following valid inequality for PUHL:
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 1;2; or 4
Xij1 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 2 or 3
Xij2 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 1;3; or 4
Xij3 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 4 or 5
Xij4 +
∑
i; j∈H:
(i; j) 5 or 1
Xij5 −
5∑
j=1
Yj6 2: (25)
Following a suggestion by [16], we show that the assumption of part (i) of Theorem 5 is not satis5ed.
Take i′ = 2, j′ = 3 and k ′ = 4 and assume there is a point p234 on FUFL with y2 = y3 = 1 and x24 + x34 = 1. It follows
x44 = x54 = 0. Then the sum of the xjk terms on the left-hand side (l.h.s.) of (24) is at most 4. As we already have
y2 = y3 = 1, it follows y1 = y4 = y5 = 0. But then the sum of the xjk terms on the l.h.s. is at most 3, and the whole l.h.s.
at most 1, contradiction. Similarly it can be shown that there is no point p235 on FUFL with y2 =y3 =1 and x25 + x35 =1.
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By applying part (ii) of Theorem 5 and using the general lifting theorem of [17] sequentially we can de5ne di<erent
sequential liftings for (25) to obtain facet-de5ning inequalities:
In order to lift (25) by the sequence (X234; X324; X235; X325) we obtain
max{l:h:s:(25) : (X; Y )∈PUHL; X234 = 1}= 1⇒ a234 = 1;
max{l:h:s:(25) + X234 : (X; Y )∈PUHL; X324 = 1}= 1⇒ a324 = 1;
max{l:h:s:(25) + X234 + X324 : (X; Y )∈PUHL; X235 = 1}= 2⇒ a235 = 0;
max{l:h:s:(25) + X234 + X324 + X235 : (X; Y )∈PUHL; X325 = 1}= 2⇒ a325 = 0:
It follows that l:h:s:(25) + X234 + X3246 2 is facet-de5ning for PUHL.
A di<erent sequential lifting obtained by the sequence (X235; X325; X234; X324) is a235 = a325 = 1, a234 = a324 = 0.
A general e<ective procedure to separate odd-hole inequalities of any length is described in [13].
4. A stronger formulation for UHL
In Section 3 we noticed that the inequalities of type (2),
∑
j∈H
Xijk6 Yi for all i∈H; k ∈K;
and (3),
∑
i∈H
Xijk6 Yj for all j∈H; k ∈K;
do not de5ne facets of PUHL because they are dominated by the inequalities (19),∑
i∈H
Xijk +
∑
i∈H\{j}
Xjik6 Yj for all j∈H; k ∈K:
If we consider an instance of UHL with n= 2 hubs and q = 2 commodities, and take the following point (X; Y )∈XUHL
with
Y1 = Y2 = X121 = X211 = X122 = X212 = 12 ;
all other values equal to zero, we can easily verify that though (X; Y ) satis5es (2) and (3) for all i (or j; respectively)∈
{1; 2}; k ∈{1; 2}, (19) is violated for all j∈{1; 2}; k ∈{1; 2}.
Thus a replacement of (2) and (3) by (19) provides a strictly tighter formulation of UHL.
A more compact formulation which makes use of (19) is obtained by using a single index e for every subset of H
containing one or two hubs. To this for, let E := {S ⊆ H : 16 |S|6 2}. We de5ne some undirected transportation
costs C˜ek as C˜ek := min{Cijk ; Cjik} if e = {i; j}, and C˜ek := Ciik if e = {i}, for all e∈E and k ∈K. We only have to
consider these modi5ed costs because in any optimal solution every commodity will use at most one direction of a hub
edge, in fact the one with cheaper transportation cost (because 5xed costs are the same for both directions). Therefore
we introduce new variables Xek for all e∈E, k ∈K, which determine the fraction of Oow of commodity k via the hub
edge e, in any direction.
Then UHL can be formulated as the following stronger mixed integer linear program, called FACET-UHL.
(FACET-UHL)
min
∑
e∈E
∑
k∈K
C˜ekXek +
∑
j∈H
FjYj;
s:t:
∑
e∈E
Xek = 1 for all k ∈K; (26)
∑
e∈E : ej
Xek6 Yj for all j∈H; k ∈K; (27)
Xek¿ 0 for all e∈E; k ∈K; (28)
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Yj6 1 for all j∈H; k ∈K; (29)
Yj ∈Z for all j∈H: (30)
Constraints (27) correspond to the new facet-de5ning inequalities (19). In (26) it is required that every commodity has
to be transported through exactly one hub edge, which is the undirected version of the original inequalities (1).
Let XFACET-UHL, XFACET-UHL, ZFACET-UHL, and PFACET-UHL be de5ned as usual.
Another advantage of FACET-UHL is its smaller number of Xek variables, which results in a smaller dimension for the
feasible integer polyhedron.
Proposition 9. The dimension of PFACET-UHL is equal to n(n+ 1)q=2 + n− q.
Proof. The proof is analogue to that one of Theorem 3.
For the lifting of facets from PUFL to PFACET-UHL a statement analogue to Theorem 5 can be derived, which can be
used to prove that the inequalities of the formulation are all facet-de5ning.
Proposition 10. Inequalities (27)–(29) de0ne facets of PFACET-UHL. (If n= 2, (28) is facet-de0ning for all e∈E, k ∈K
with |e|= 2.)
In order to derive more polyhedral properties of PFACET-UHL, we compare this formulation with a slightly modi5ed
version of the UFL, that we call UFL+, whose set of feasible solutions is given by
16
∑
j∈H
xjk6 2 for all k ∈K; (31)
xjk6 yj for all j∈H; k ∈K; (32)
xjk¿ 0 for all j∈H; k ∈K; (33)
yj6 1 for all j∈H; (34)
yj ∈Z for all j∈H: (35)
Again, we de5ne XUFL+, XUFL+, ZUFL+, and PUFL+ in the usual way. As there are no explicit or implicit equalities
following from formulation UFL+, the polyhedra PUFL+ and XUFL+ are full-dimensional.
Proposition 11. The dimension of PUFL+ and XUFL+ is equal to nq + n.
First, we analyze the discrete feasible integer point sets ZFACET-UHL and ZUFL+.
Theorem 12. The sets ZFACET-UHL and ZUFL+ have the same number of elements.
Proof. On one hand, let (X; Y )∈ZFACET-UHL. We de5ne a function
" :ZFACET-UHL → ZUFL+
by setting
yj := Yj for all j∈H (36)
and
xjk :=
∑
e∈E:
ej
Xek for all j∈H; k ∈K: (37)
It is easy to verify that (x; y)∈ZUFL+, and " is injective.
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On the other hand, let (x; y)∈ZUFL+. We de5ne a function
L" :ZUFL+ → ZFACET-UHL
by setting
Yj := yj for all j∈H; (38)
X{j}k := max

1−
∑
i =j
xik ; 0

 for all j∈H; k ∈K (39)
and
X{i; j}k := max{xik + xjk − 1; 0} for all i; j∈H : i 	= j; k ∈K: (40)
This means that
• for those k ∈K where ∑j∈H xjk = 1 holds (i.e. we have exactly one facility j′ ∈H with xj′k = 1, and all other
xjk = 0 for j 	= j′) we de5ne X{j′}k := 1, and all other Xek := 0 for e∈E : e 	= {j′}.
• for those k ∈K where ∑j∈H xjk =2 holds (i.e. we have exactly two facilities i′, j′ ∈H : i′ 	= j′ with xj′k = xi′k =1,
and all other xjk = 0 for j 	= i′; j′) we de5ne X{i′ ; j′}k := 1, and all other Xek := 0 for e∈E : e 	= {i′; j′}.
Hence, we have (X; Y )∈ZFACET-UHL, L" is injective, and L"= "−1.
We notice that the function " de5ned by (36) and (37) is linear, and therefore can be de5ned on the whole LP relaxation
polyhedron XFACET-UHL such that "(XFACET-UHL) ⊆ XUFL+. In contrast, "−1(= L") as de5ned by (38)–(40) is not linear, and
generally restricted on the feasible integer set ZUFL+.
In the following, we consider the case of only two potential hubs. The following equality on the dimension of the
polyhedra of both problems holds:
Proposition 13. In case n=2, all polyhedra PFACET-UHL, XFACET-UHL, PUFL+, and XUFL+ have the same dimension, which
is 2q + 2.
If we consider the function "−1 in this case, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 14. In case that there are only two potential hub nodes (n = 2), the function "−1(= L") given by (38)–(40) in
the proof of Theorem 12 can be de0ned on the whole polyhedron XUFL+. Moreover ", given by (36) and (37), and "−1
de0ne an a-ne bijective transformation between XFACET-UHL and XUFL+.
Proof. LetH := {1; 2}. The identi5cation of the Yj and yj variables (by (36) and (38)) is clear. For (X; Y )∈XFACET-UHL,
we de5ne
x1k := X{1}k + X{1;2}k for all k ∈K;
x2k := X{2}k + X{1;2}k for all k ∈K;
as given by (37) of ".
Then, by the equality constraints (26), we can resubstitute
X{1}k = 1− x2k for all k ∈K; (41)
X{2}k = 1− x1k for all k ∈K; (42)
X{1;2}k = x1k + x2k − 1 for all k ∈K; (43)
which are the same operations as de5ned by (39) and (40) of "−1. Thus, for all (x; y)∈XUFL+ we have (X; Y )∈
XFACET-UHL.
Corollary 15. If n= 2, the polyhedron XFACET-UHL has only integer vertices.
Proof. The corresponding equivalent instance of UFL+ (given by inequalities (31)–(35)) with two facilities has a totally
unimodular constraint matrix (see e.g. [6] for UFL), so all the extreme points of XUFL+ are integral. Thus by the
resubstitution of the proof of Lemma 14 all extreme points of XFACET-UHL are integer.
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5. Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we determined the dimension and some classes of facets for the UHL polyhedron. We developed a general
rule how to lift facets from the UFL polyhedron to UHL. By applying these rules to the inequalities in the UFL formulation
we derived new classes of facet-de5ning inequalities for UHL. These inequalities dominate the original inequalities in
UHL. Thus we obtained a better formulation for UHL, called FACET-UHL, which in case n=2 is equivalent to a modi5ed
UFL with two facilities, and its feasibility polyhedron has only integer vertices.
In Sonneborn’s Ph.D. thesis [24], it is veri5ed that FACET-UHL often produces faster computational results than other
formulations for the uncapacitated hub location problem on a set of numerical examples. In fact, in 220 out of 232
instances considered there, the solution of the LP relaxation of FACET-UHL is integer.
In future work on this topic we will apply the lifting theorem (Theorem 5) to other classes of facets for UFL, especially
the recent ones of [4,5], to possibly obtain new facets of PUHL. We are also working on projection results which transform
facets from UHL to facets from UFL.
Moreover a characterization of the fractional extreme points of the LP relaxation of FACET-UHL is under development.
Facets for UHL which cut o< these vertices and which are not lifted from UFL can possibly be obtained by lifting odd-hole
inequalities of FACET-UHL directly. Thus for the case n= 3 we conjecture that the LP relaxation of FACET-UHL plus
two additional classes of lifted odd-hole inequalities de5ne an integer polyhedron.
For larger problems, incorporating additional new UHL facets into a branch& cut algorithm will probably produce even
better computational results.
Recently new hub location models based on network design formulations have been developed in [18] for applications
in urban public transportation. In these models, an origin-destination pair is not restricted to be routed via at most two
hubs, but can use any number of hub nodes. Polyhedral examinations of these new models would be of interest in order
to obtain fast solution algorithms for di<erent kinds of real-world problems.
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